
Reading  stabbings:  Suspect
revealed  as  Libyan  Khairi
Saadallah  as  police  declare
terror incident
The man arrested at the scene yesterday is Khairi Saadallah, a
25-year-old refugee from Libya, Neighbours at the flat block
where he lived in Whitley, just under two miles from the scene
of the mass stabbing, believed he had been recently released
from prison. Three people were killed and a further three
victims seriously injured, making it the deadliest terrorist
incident to strike Britain since the June 2017 London Bridge
attack. A local woman, who did not want to be named, told The
Independent the flat where the suspect lived was council-owned
and  used  as  temporary  accommodation,  including  for  people
recently  released  from  prison.  Possibly  forOr  this.  Or
maybeDan, a 26-year-old local, said he was drinking wine in
the park with two friends when he noticed a commotion about 20
metres away. He described how he and his friends had chosen a
spot to sit and enjoy the sunshine when he saw a man approach
a group “just in a circle chatting”.

The man drew his attention because he appeared to be racing
around the group “tapping them on the head”. Reflecting on the
disturbing moment he realised it was an attack, Dan said: “I
thought they were playing duck duck goose and thought someone
had been sick, we realised it was blood spraying out.” 

He and his two friends sprang up and began running as they saw
the attacker move toward another group in what he thought was
a random attack. Dan said he saw the man take a blow to a
woman’s neck- but couldn’t be sure if he was using a knife as
he and his friends never got a close look at the weapon. The
woman “dropped like a weight,” Dan said. Four people were on
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the ground and “immobile”, and there may have been additional
victims, he said. Dan said it all happened so quickly, the
crowds in the busy park hadn’t noticed as they ran by.

I don’t know how many Libyans there are living in the UK but I
wonder whether, and if so how well, this man knew the Abedi
brothers, the murderers of the women and girls at Manchester
Arena in 2017? 


